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Smithereen's leader
explains new album, Blow Up.
Section B

Vocal
Scream, an underground paper,
plans to open up to campus.
Page 3A

Cable TV
cost to rise
for·viewers
By KRISTA STIFF
Staff writer
Fees charged for even basic services - such as
health care - seem to increase all the time, and
cable television rates are no exception.
Beginning in January, people in the
Charleston area who have cable television will
be paying a little bit extra for the service.
Liberty Telecommunications Inc., which services Coles County with cable television channels, has announced that rates for the service
will increase from $17.80 to $19.20 per month,
a difference of $1.40, beginning with the
January billing.
According to Dan Van Zanbergen, general
manager of TCI cable in Charleston, increasing
the rates every year is nothing new, and it is just
a way of covering other rising expenses within
the company.
"It's simply that the cost of doing business
has gone up, so the increase is just a reflection
of that. The amount (of increase) is justified by
what it costs to do business," Van Zanbergen
said. "The last increase was last Jan. 1, so it
makes sense that the next increase would be this
Jan. l."
Van Zanbergen said that a majority of offcampus students at Eastern do subscribe to
cable, but that the increase may have an effect
on the number of people who will subscribe.
"I think it (an increase) does effect the number of people subscribing, but it's like buying a
new car. The increase in price isn't the most
desirable thing to happen, but you buy the car
anyway," Van Zanbergen said.
Cable is included in the cost of 20 Eastern
residence halls, but according to Patrick Bradley

t Continued on page 2A

Balancing act
Krista Settles, a sophomore student, helps Natalie Smith (right) balancing on the balance beam during Aero-Imps at McAfee Gym
Thursday afternoon.

CAA discusses new courses, Sen. Woodyard outlines state woes
By CHRIS SUNDHEIM
Current funding systems need back.
student attendance policy
The court is scheduled to considCity editor
"some property tax relief," Wood-

yard said. "We have support for er the map for final approval on
·Nov. 25.
that," he added.
In the past, Woodyard has been
Where Eastern is concerned,
·1
Woodyard said he and Weaver
w1l
supportive
of the plan, but he
·
f
work to see that the renovation. o.
expressed regret over its effects on
Buzzard Building is made a pnon- Coles County.
ty.
"I am pretty disappointed that
"In the area of Eastern itself, Coles County is being divided into
we• ve worked on the Buzzard two senate districts," Woodyard
renovation, but there's lots of com- said.
petition for capital projects right
He said the high unemployment
now," Woodyard said.
rate in much of central Illinois will
He said the state's budget woes also be one of his concerns. He
will be the number one issue in.the cited an unemployment rate in
capital next year.
Coles County of 10 percent and
"As far as the state is concerned, rates in Clark and Vermilion
it's the budget and getting bills Counties of 13 percent and 15 perpaid," Woodyard said. "We haven't cent, respectively.
seen any revenue increases at all."
Woodyard said his farming expeHe added that the Republican rience makes him unique in the
legislative redistricting plan could Illinois capital.
have profound effects on next
"I am one of only three (legislayear's candidate race.
tors) in the senate with hands-on
"All state senators and represen- farming experience," Woodyard
tatives are running with portions of said. "We need to have someone
new districts," Woodyard said. "All representing farmers in Springfield
of us that are supposed to file need (to represent) the rural issues."
to do so before Dec. 16. The map
Historically, Woodyard has had
can't possibly be finished by then, strong support for farmers on agriso the (Illinois) Supreme Court
- ..1....._ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.___,,_:l..'2Ll.l!.!>a.re"".~--------~""""'~I_have tlliuJJjmarv date moved
• Continued on page 2A
emergency."
But under the current attendance policy, there is no list of
Despite an intense hour-long "official" university activities or
discussion about the composi- . recognized emergencies, which
tion of Eastern 's student atten- caused some council members
dance policy, the Council on
to question the reasoning for
Academic Affairs was unable including the statement.
Thursday to agree on the policy.
Regardless of whether or not
But the council did approve
the CAA decides to include the
four new courses to be offered protective sentence in the policy,
for students.
it is the instructor's decision to
Earlier in the semester, the excuse a student's absence from
CAA agreed on a new atten- class or not. If there is a disdance policy to be included in agreement between the instrucnext year's undergraduate cata- tor and the student, the appeal
log. The council has since process goes to the department
received numerous pieces of chair, then to the dean of the col·
correspondence-asking the CAA lege if not solved, and finally to
to change that catalog copy.
the Vice President for Student
A subcommittee within the Affairs if necessary.
CAA altered the policy to pro"We just need to protect the
vide additional protection for students, that's all I want to do,"
students by beginning the policy said council member Ron
with the phrase " Students are Gholson.
expected to attend class meetThe council was nearing an
ings as scheduled unless pre- agreement when the meeting
vented by illness, an official uni- adjourned, so it will resume disversity activity, or a recognized
*Continued on page 2A

By TYLER PIERCE
Staff writer

State Sen. Harry "Babe"
Woodyard, R-Chrisman, said
Wednesday he believes balancing
the state budget and organizing
Property tax relief will be the primary issues in next year's race for
the senate seat from the 53rd
District.
Woodyard, who has been in the
senate since 1987, announced his
re-election bid earlier this month.
At this point, Woodyard is the
only Republican in the race.
However, Bill Warren, a Democrat
from Georgetown, has come for·ward to declare his candidacy,
Woodyard said.
Woodyard also cited high local
unemployment figures as something he would like to see remedied
and said that incomplete legislative
redistricting may actually push
back next year's primary.
Woodyard said he supports
moves to take pressure off property
taxes in educational funding and
compensate with an increase in
income taxes, a plan similar to one
promoted by Rep. Mike Weaver, R-
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Historian to discuss Warhol's artwork
By KEVIN DUNHAM
Staff writer

Even though Andy Warhol may
no longer be living, his art work
still lives on.
Guest speaker Christine Mamiya, will give Eastern students an
opportunity to learn more about
the Warhol's famous art work.
Mamiya, an art historian from
the University of Nebraska, will
speak on Friday at 4:30.p.m. in the

Fine Arts Building, said Michael
Watts, director of the Tarble Arts
Center.
Watts said Warhol has been one
of Mamiya 's specific fields of
study and added that he considers
her an expert on the artist.
Mamiya, who Watts said students may remember from her participation on the Art Telecourse on
WEIU-TV two years ago, knows
an "extreme amount" about
Warhol and the "fascinating

aspects" of his artwork, he added.
Mamiya and other contemporary art experts, also participated
in a panel discussion on contemporary art Thursday at the Tarble Art
Center.
Watts said the art center was
"very lucky to get her for the panel
and that we could benefit from her
experience."
The lecture is free and open to
the public.
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Delicious

for $1.50)

Super 20 & 32 oz. Premium Beer
Shots - "The Big Four" CJR-BN
Stoli & Mixer
Giant Slices After 9PM

FROM PAGE ONE

Pool is 75¢ ALL DAY - Half Price After 8 PM

Live DJ All Weekend

NO COVER!

Cable
t From page one
of the housing department, the
recent hike in cable rates will not
change the cost in the dorms.
"We have not been notified of
any change in prices," Bradley said.
Van Zanbergen said that sometimes there is a lot of animosity
toward the telecommunications rate
increases, even though the cable

company sees the increase each
year as necessary.
"The perception is that with an
increase of any kind, somebody is
getting rich," he said.
In reality, Van Zanbergen added,
TCI spends hundreds of thousands
of dollars adding new channels to
the current system.
"We've already added six channels this year alone," he said.

The increased rates will include
those for basic cable service and
expanded basic service, from 8C
cents to $1.40, and the optional
Cable Guide will be $1 instead o1
SO cents.
The rates for premium services.
installation, late fees and the Encore
channel will not change, Van
Zanbergen said.

Sen. Woodyard
•From page one
culture issues. He initiated discussion over the
Farmland Assessment Bill and the Animal Protection
Act aimed in part at livestock. He also voted last year
in favor of a bill that promoted the use of ethanol in
state vehicles and increased its production statewide.
Ethanol is a fuel alternative to gasoline that is made
of com, and therefore increases tJ:ie market for farmers'
com crop.
Woodyard said he also has worked steadily to fund

and develop state parks, including the Lincoln Log
State Historic Site located eight miles south -of
Charleston. Woodyard has tried to make construction
of a visitor's center at the site a tourism priority, citing
Illinois as being fourth in the United States in producing tourism dollars.
"That visitor's center is still viable but I don't anticipate seeing that go until the state's budget problems are
solved," Woodyard said.

* From page one
cussion on the subject at its next
meeting.
Also at the meeting, the council voted to add Afro-American
Studies 2000, Introduction to the

Afro-American Experience, to
the list of courses that will fulfill the cultural diversity requirement at Eastern.
In other action, the CAA
approved three more new cours-
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Underground newspaper to air student opinions
By CHRIS SEPER
Campus editor

An alternative ·to the Daily Eastern
News, the student-run Scream newspaper
offers the everyday student a chance to
air their own opinions, said Matt
Edwards, Scream editor.
'~
"The reason we run a paper like this
because it's a paper where students can
express their own views and have the
space and freedom of editorial decisions
in their own work," Edwards said. "They
can have photo's and drawings (along
with their articles). We have more space
than the Daily Eastern News is able to
allow."
Edwards, who is also the founder of
the United Student Union for Racial
Equality, said the 10-page publication
will ·run on a semester basis.
Edwards said the newspaper will circulate about 300 copies of the newspaper,
which will consist of a culmination of
articles from five different cities. Articles
to be published will be selected from
each of the five cities, he added.
"People who write columns for Scream
can be anybody," Edwards said. "The

Eastern News has one column a week
that allows outsiders to express their
ideas, and often times that is filled up."
The paper offers a chance to submit
different types of poetry, short stories,
columns and features of many types.
Students are allowed to use pseudonyms,
and can play a "devil's advocate" role in
their articles , Edwards added .
Scream is a student and faculty funded
newspaper and is not sanctiored by the
university. Although Edwards is hoping
that more students will take notice of the
newspaper, he said he has no interest in
getting the paper officially recognized by
the school.
Edwards said he will hand out the
paper when it is published.
"We're not registered and I don't think
it should be," he said. "I think it would
go against the spirit of the paper to be
officially recognized. We've always had
an an underground type of flavor."
The paper is currently collecting articles for a paper Edwards hopes to distribute before the end of the semester.
Anyone interested in Scream is encouraged to contact Edwards, he added.

Two bicycles reported stolen
at residence halls Tuesday
By JENNIFER MILLER

and CHRIS SEPER
Staff writers

To the hoop
rom left to right, Ron Cole, Chris Richardson , Frank Kuzniewski and Chad Allen, all

fshmen, play basketball near the newly named Roosevelt Avenue Thursday aftemoon.

HA elects new executive

fficers for spring semester
SUSAN KIEL
executive board of the
esidence Hall Association was elected at
group's Thursday night meeting.
Th e executive committee includes
ggie Kossman as national communica'ons coordinator, Anne Hagen as treasurer,
onn ie Catanzaro as secretary, Jay T.
ilence as vice president and Rich Russciti
president.
"Overall my goal is I want to bring fun
ck to the meetings," Russciti said.
"I'm very proud of everyone who ran, it
takes a lot of courage and dedication to this
organization to run for and executive position," said Ryan Zufall, former RHA president.
The election process began with each
candidate giving a speech, which were
required to be no longer than three minutes, to the group. Following the candidates forum, the candidates answered questions from each representative of each residence hall.

"I was very pleased with the quality of
the questions submitted by the halls," said
Patrick Bradley, RHA adviser.
Zufall explained that only one person
was nominated for four of the five executive positions. Under the circumstances,
the nominee could be elected by a vote of
acclamation by the group, he added.
The treasurer's position was the only
one in which two candidate's ran. Junior
Anne Hagen was elected to the position.
"It was a shock. I am very happy to be
elected," Hagen said, "I hope that the experience I have carried with me from my
junior college will help me do a great job
forRHA".
Former RHA Treasurer Kelly Dykstra,
said the former executive members will
meet individually with the new members to
prepare them for their positions, which
they will begin at next week's meeting.
Other business covered by the group
included adviser and executive reports. The
group also decided to volunteer to work at
Lawson Hall's blood drive scheduled for
Dec. 5.

Two bicycles were reported stolen - one
at East Hall and the other at Thomas Hall Tuesday, totalling $843.98 in lost merchandise, campus police reports stated.
A student at East Hall reported his bike
stolen at 4:30 p.m. and speculated that the
incident occurred sometime around midnight Tuesday morning.
A 21-speed mountain bike, was taken
along with a bike seat lock and a kickstand,
totalling $435.98. The bike chain and lock,
as well as the front wheel of the bike were
left attached to the East Hall bike rack.
At Thomas Hall, an 18-speed bike was
taken from the East Hall bike rack, located
at the northwest comer of the hall. Along
with $400 bike, a cable and lock, valued at
$8 was also taken.
Items among Charleston Police
Departments reports include:
• The owner of a Charleston bar had her
purse stolen from her establishment
Saturday evening.
Diane J. Knoop, co-owner of the
Uptowner, 632 Monroe Ave., reported her
purse missing Saturday. Knoop said she
hung her purse on a bar stool and forgot it
when she left. When she remembered her
purse later she returned to the bar and her
purse was gone.
There are no suspects in the case.
• A police officer reported water running
out of the front and back doors of the
University Laundromat, 405 Lincoln Ave.,
Sunday.
Police reports said one of the washing
machines had been pulled out and the connection line had been broken off from the

main water line. A large stream of water
was running out of the main line onto the
floor.
The neighboring building, Panther Beach,
was also flooded. Damages to the store have
not been reported and there are no suspects
in the case.
• Ralph Beals, salesman at Mooney Ford,
1506 18th St., reported criminal damage to a
vehicle by an unknown person or persons
Friday.
The dashboard of a 1992 truck had been
pried open and tom apart around the in-dash
stereo. The stereo itself was broken and the
pieces were left in the truck. Beals said the
doors were locked when the dealership
closed the evening before. There was no
damage to the truck's doors and nothing was
missing from the vehicle.
• Dennis L. Simpson, manager for Illinois
Consolidated Telecommunica-tions, 121 S.
17th St., Mattoon, reported criminal damage
Friday to a telephone cable at Harrison
Avenue and Fourth Street.
Simpson said he found small pellets
inside the cable where an unknown suspect
had apparently fired a gun.
• J.D. Garrard, 723 C St., reported criminal damage to his property Sunday.
Garrard said someone shot the front of his
residence with a small steel ball possibly
from a sling-shot. Holes were found in his
front picture window and in the siding
below.
There are no suspects in the case.

Correction
Head basketball coach Rick Samuels, not head football coach Bob Spoo, was pictured
with the article "Panthers ready for UNI defense" on page 12A of Thursday's edition of
The News.
The News regrets the error.
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S. Rt. 130, Charleston, Illinois 61920
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Don &Mary Thomason - Owners
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All day!nite:

3 for $1 Burgers
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o!~~ Eastern News Johnson brings AIDS to national attention
The news of Magic Johnson
contracting the HIV virus has
shocked everyone, sports and
non-sports fans alike. He has
shown that even supposedly
. invincible superstars can contract
the HIV virus.
He has also shown us that
heterosexuals are not invincible
from this disease, dispelling the
myth once and for all that the
only people who will ever contract AIDS are homosexuals.
Laura
Shortly after the news broke Durnell
out, Fox network released a - - - - - - statement explaining they would
start airing condom advertisements on their network.
As of now not one of the four networks has adverEditorials represent the opinion
tised condoms on their airwaves.
of the editorial board. Columns
Some people will believe that advertising condoms on national television only encourages promisare the opinion of the author.
cuity and others will agree with Fox's decision to further promote safe sex. I'm glad Fox has made the
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1991
decision to air condom advertisements, it's just a
shame that once again a tragic event dealing with
AIDS has to motivate people to move one step forward .
Ever since AIDS became a national problem close
to a decade ago it appears only death and infection
of public personas will motivate the government and
society to take a step fon.Vard in preventing the disease from further spreading.
AIDS was not as campaigned against until it
claimed Rock Hudson's life almost seven years ago.
Edgar Drive and Roosevelt Avenue will Reports in the news of AIDS started as an "unknown
virus" that was spreading among homosexuals. Later
make useful additions to campus maps.
that unknown disease gained a name, Acquired
The two new connector streets will great- Immune Deficiency Syndrome, and a number of casuly improve traffic flow around residence alties. But none of those deaths made the impact
Rock Hudson's death did on the American public.

OPINION
page

New streets a
welcotne addition
to Charleston

halls and through residential areas south of
campus.
For years, heavy traffic through primarily
residential areas of town has produced complaints from year-round Charleston residents
living along Taft and Woodlawn Avenues.
Motorists, many of them students, used
Woodlawn and Taft to get to the south end
of campus from Illinois
Route 130, according to
I
Commissioner Jim Dunn.
Subdivisions like those
on the two roads were never intended to
host such large amounts of traffic and residents living in those areas should not nave
to contend with a 24-hour flow of cars.
Edgar Drive will alleviate the problems
associated with that traffic and Roosevelt
Avenue will aid in students' loading and
unloading into the residence halls during
weekends and vacations.
Rather than blocking Fourth Street for
several hours over a few days every
semester, students living in Lawson Hall and
Andrews Hall can pack their belongings
closer to the halls ... and without clogging
the south side of campus for other com·muters.
Construction on the streets began last fall
and had a final cost of $1.4 million. The project was completed on schedule and within
budget.
We commend the A.J. Walker Construction Company and the city engineering staff
who worked quickly on the project. A year
ago where Edgar Drive is now there was a
grassy field. Where Roosevelt Avenue is
there was only a dirt path. Construction of
the new roads was speedy and neat. Any
inconvience to motorists was minor and
brief.
Along with the connector streets, Nil}th
Street and Fourth Street
received much
needed widening and repainting, making all
of campus a safer driving and walking environment.

After all Rock Hudson was a glamorous movie s
and was watched on the silver screen during the
_and 60's. He was good looking and part of th
Hollywood crowd. It seemed like nothing could har
him or age him or kill him since the only image p
pie saw was of him smiling along side Doris Day
kissing Elizabeth Taylor in "Giant."
Rumors of Hudson's homosexuality were prevel
throughout his lifetime, but his death was still
shock for everyone. Finally AIDS had claimed the Ii
of someone everyone knew.
Just a short time after Hudson's death from Al
was the death of Liberace. Soon after the count
began to acknowledge the seriousness of the dise
Hudson's former colleague Elizabeth Taylor no
heads a coalition for AIDS and on almost eve
award show you can see celebrities sporting red ri
bons in their support in fighting the disease and su
porting those inflicted with it. But still measures we
not thoroughly being taken to prevent further spre
The Surgeon General came forward and said th
besides abstinence, the best way to prevent t
spread of AIDS was the use of a condom. F
Kimberly Bergalis, however, abstinence and the u
of a condom did not save her from the disease.
She said she caught AIDS from her dentist who
believed to have infected many of his other patie
as well. Bergalis recently traveled to Washingt
D.C., pleading to Congress to enforce better safe
measures in the medical field.
Each of these events, Rock Hudson's death, t
infection of Kimberly Bergalis, and now the infecti
of Magic Johnson has caused society to move o
step forward in the ever increasing fight again
AIDS .
1 only hope the next step forward we take doesn'
have to come from another's tragedy.
Laura Durnell is a staff writer and a columnist
The Daily Eastern News. ,
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This is a road that if we still
lived here we would be very
happy with.
Gov. Jim Edgar

-

Your turn
ken in just like the other ones.
Another repair or I should say
adjustment, is the bathrooms.
Buzzard used to be a grade
school and that is obvious. I'm
·only 5'2 1/2" and there's nothing
like going to the bathroom and
Dear editor:
being able to watch the person
Buzzard Building is old and
next to you (but hey, thanks for
needs a lot of repairs and with the · the new paint job.)
current money situation, it looks
And just one more complaint.
as though changes aren't going to This has to deal with the classes
be made in the near future. There they've placed in Buzzard. The
is one change I have noticed. south gym is no place for a dance
They took away those real cool, studio and having shop classes
broken in, crumb infested, no fluff (with the doors always open)
left in the cushions red couches. practically across from the food
Granted they weren't the prettiest lab. That's real tasty!
things to look at and neither were
K.R. Doyle
some of the people sprauled out
on them, but they suited the purpose.
That purpose was for the students, who work late at the television station or newspaper, to
relax and drink a caffeine pop (not
soda) and a over priced sugared
snack. Now with the chair-couchDear editor:
chair unit, they probably want us
News about me has taken up
to sit up straight and take care of
quite a lot of The Daily Eastern
them. Not! Just give us a a few
News space recently. To the commonths and we'll have those bromunity who judge me, I have only

Buzzard Building
won't see changes
any time soon

Instructor voices
own opinion of
FAR letter

this to say regarding the lett
sent to students of FAR 2001-00
I acted with honesty, integri
and with concern for the studen
and faculty involved. Dr. DiBian
had every right to challenge m
actions if he believed they viola
ed his academic freedom. H
used a process and it worked
him. I am aware that the Facul
Senate spent an inordinat
amount of time sorting throu
his allegations and made thel
decision based on the informatl
at their disposal.
They did not, however, as
body, invite me to voice my sl
of the story; and I made a co
scious decision not to appear
the Faculty Senate meetings uni
vited, considering the appare
hostility of the environment.
too, am a faculty member and
Eastern student (I am actuall
enrolled in a course). I chose
course of action based on th
information and the concerns th
I had. I will . continue to live m
life just this way, even I
Academe.

.......... ,. ..- '
.
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olos to accent final concert
astern 's symphonic wind
mble will give their final
ormance Saturday.
onductor Bruce Moss ackledged, "This promises to be
good performance."
e added that students are
excited about the concert
are well prepared.
oss said that the concert will
sist of seven pieces along
h featured solos and comperformances.
e concert will open with the
are from Festive Music by
on Gould, which was writ-

ten in 1965 to commemorate the
15th anniversary of the Tri-City
Symphony Orchestra, an orchestra with musicians from Moline
and Rock Island, Illinois and
Davenport, Iowa.
Other pieces to be performed
include John Philip Sousa's "The
Gridiron Club" and Aaron
Copland's "The Promise of
Living," along with some feature
performances.
"Carmen Fantasy," a piece by
Francois Borne, will feature Dr.
Kathleen Cook on flute, and
"Folk Dances" by Dmitri
Shostakovich will be conducted
by graduate assistant Paul
Sainer.

The ensemble will then be
joined by the university mixed
chorus with Jo Ellen Mizener on
the organ and Professor Robert
Hills conducting the three-movement work "Gloria," Moss said.
He added that the concert
would close with Russian
"Christmas Music" by Alfred
Reed, who combined a Russian
Christmas carol with original
music derived from the music of
the Eastern Orthodox Church.
"This is really wonderful
music," Moss said . "And we
want a big crowd."
The 7:30 p.m. concert will be
held in the Dvorak Concert Hall
and is free to the public.

all choral concert set for Sunday
Three of Eastern 's choral ensembles will present the
choral concert of the fall semester this Sunday.
e mixed chorus, conducted by Professor Robert
, will perform John Rutter's "Gloria" with accom·ment by the brass and percussion of the wind
ble and the organ.
'This is a very exciting piece that should really get
le in the spirit of the upcoming holiday season,"
Brian Downen, a graduate student.
ccording to Downen, the Eastern chamber singers,

with accompaniment by Karen and George Sanders,
will perform 15 short pieces from "Neue Liebeslieder,"
by Johannes Brahms.
The concert choir, directed by Professor Robert
Snyder, will be performing a number of secular compositions including a piece by Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart and "Anthony O' Daly" by American composer Samuel Barber, Downen added.
"This is a nice mixture of material and a wide variety
of music," Downen said. "There really is something
everyone will enjoy."
The concert will begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Dvorak
Concert Hall, and is free to the public.

o secrets
universities from disclosing the
names of students involved in
criminal activity," the judge said.
The Education Department was
acting under a 1974 law intended
to protect the privacy of students'
educational and health records.
Legislation is pending in
Congress to revise the law and
allow students' names to be disclosed on police reports.
The department sent letters in
February to 14 universities warning they could lose their federal
funding if they continued to make
public the names of students who
were arrested or involved in incidents that led to a campus police
report. The rest of the information
on the report could be made public.
At least five of those universities began deleting students'
names from police reports, the
judge said. The department has
used such "extraordinary lever-
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udge makes campus police reports public
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
ucation Department may not
e universities to remove stuts' names from campus police
rts by threatening to withhold
ral aid, a federal judge ruled
sday.
The ruling by U.S. District
ge Stanley S. Harris was a vicfor college newspaper editors
o argued they should have the
e access to information on
pus police blotters as is availe from off-campus police.
"I'm excited," said one of the
· tiffs, Sam G. Cristy, editor of
e student newspaper at the
niversity of Tennessee in
oxville. "Crime records need to
available to the public immedily." The First Amendment
uires proof of a governmental
rest to justify restricting access
information, Harris wrote.
"Defendants have not offered a
gle justification for preventing

TIM( T ti(A Ti2(

age" in 150 such cases since 1974,
he wrote.
An Education Department
spokesman did not return a call
seeking comment.
But government attorney Peter
Robbins argued at a hearing earlier
this month that students could get
the information through other
means, such as when the campus
police reports are forwarded to offcampus police agencies.
There is no First Amendment
right to get information from the
location that is most convenient,
Robbins said, adding that the students also could seek a local court
order requiring the records to be
made public.
"There is no legitimate privacy
interest in arrest records," Harris
said, adding that the public interest
in greater access to information "is
at its highest in matters that bear
on personal safety and the prevention of crime."

FRI/SAT NITE 5:15, 7:30, 9:20
SAT/SUN MATINEE 1:15 & 3:15 PM .
SUN TO THURS NITE 5:15 & 7 :30
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Doubts ~rise in student. kidnapping
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Doubts
have arisen about a University of
Illinois student's tale of a three1,llOnth kidnapping ordeal, but state
and federal investigators refused to
comment Thursday.
A state police spokesman said
they were "trying to do some
responsible police work" before
saying anything about "the alleged
abduction." "We are referring to it
as an alleged abduction until it's
proven," said spokesman John
Pastouvic.
Illinois State Police Director
Terrance W. Gainer had said
Tuesday that his agents were
"absolutely convinced" Nandhini
Subbiah of Belvidere had been
abducted.
Subbiah, 20, vanished Aug. 9
while driving from her home to the

university's campus in Champaign. Her disappearance led to
massive searches by police and
volunteers.
She was found near Lakeland,
Fla., on Saturday. Ms. Subbiah
told police two men abducted her
at knifepoint and held her hostage
while crisscrossing the southeastern part of the country.
The News-Gazette of Champaign, Champaign television station WCIA and the University of
Illinois student newspaper, The
Daily Illini, quoted unidentified
sources as saying there were
inconsistencies in Subbiah 's statements.
"It does not appear she was
abducted. She departed from
Champaign on her own free will,"
a source told the News-Gazette.

"It would be improper and
imprudent to comment on that,"
said Alec Wade, special agent for
the FBI. ''The investigation is still
continuing." The phone went
unanswered at the Subbiah home
Thursday.
Wade had said a joint statement
from the FBI and Illinois State
Police would be issued around
noon Thursday. But "plans
...changed" because the investigation didn't move as quickly as he
thought.
After Subbiah surfaced in
Florida, she told police she was
abducted at knifepoint when she
had car trouble on Interstate 74
near Champaign. She said she
wasn't physically harmed, but
police described her as psychologically tortured.

College students older;
one in four now over 30

Supreme court
hears debate
in hazing death

WASHINGTON (AP) College students are older than
ever before - one is four is 30 or
more, a government survey said
Thursday. Many of the students
are women updating their job
skills.
These older students, educators
say, are practical. They demand
full value for their tuition dollar
and they're tough competitors for
top grades.
"Older students often fret about
going back to the classroom and
competing with bright-eyed
younger people, but I think for the
most part, they manage well,"
said Susan Kaufmann, associate
director of the Center for the
Education of Women at the
University of Michigan in Ann
Arbor, Mich.
Many of the women are undergraduates, retraining to take
advantage of new job opportunities. "Also, as women have smaller families and fewer kids, it
becomes more possible for them
to come back," Kaufmann said.
A Census Bureau survey found
in 1989 there were 3.3 million
college students aged 30 and
older. That's about double the

SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A college
student's hazing death has sparked
a debate before the Illinois Supreme Court over whether a 90year-old hazing law violates constitutional guarantees of freedom o1
speech.
The case centers on the alcoholrelated death of Nicholas Haben,
18, during a lacrosse club initiation
at Western Illinois University in
1990.
The students' attorneys contend
the law is unconstitutionally vague
and could be misused to apply to
freedom of speech cases.
The hazing law prohibits actions
on a college campus that hold
another person up to ridicule and ,
result in injury.
Attorneys for the defendants
argued Wednesday that the law is
unclear because it doesn't specify
whom it applies to and what actions
it prohibits.
"Every state's attorney in the
state of Illinois can make his or her
own list of what's hazing," said
Gayle Carper, a Macomb attorney.
"The law gives an intolerable
amount of discretion to choose
what to prosecute and what not to
prosecute."

number 15 years earlier.
One out of every five women
in college was 35 or older in
1989, according to an Associated
Press analysis of the census numbers.
Fifteen years before, only one
in eight was that age.
In the early 1970s, more than
three-fourths of the nation's college students were just out of high
school. Now, their share is less
than 60 percent, and shrinking.
Who are these older students?
Tom Snyder of the National
Center for Education Statistics in
Washington said most fall into
these categories: • Students taking
longer to get their degrees. Some
college students in their 30s are
completing work they started in
their 20s.
• Engineers and other technical
workers wanting to improve their
skills on the job. Some take a
course or two, without worrying
about a degree.
• Professionals wanting an
advanced degree, such as a masters of business administration.
Th~y're going back to school
because it makes sense financially.
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WEEKEND BREAKFAST
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:Two views
-of U2's
:Actung Baby

2

Scorsese's
'Fearful'
triumph

Top o' the pops: The Smithereens (from left: Jim Babjak, Dennis Diken, Pat DiNizio and Mike Mesaros), circa 11. According to DiNizio, the band will
be touring the states come spring and to expect them to perform in Illinois around April

Band leader Pat DiNizio talks about Springsteen,
Julian Lennon and the making of Blow Up
Since 1986's Especially For You, the
Smithereens have been. a regular -if not a necessity - on album-oriented rock radio stations and
have garnished a respectable following throughout the United States. With each new release,
1988's Green Thoughts and 19~9's 11, their
following has grown and air play has increased.
Their trademark sound, a blend of Beatles '65day psychedelia-meets bombastic slash and
thrash, has won the Smithereens deserved critical praise.
According to vocalist/guitarist Pat DiNizio, the
road to success wasn't smooth. "It took us the
better part of five or six years to get our foot in
the door for a recording career," said DiNizio.
"(At first), we were on an indie label - Engima
records, and there was a lot of good luck (for us)
at that time. That (recording on the Enigma label)
enabled us to get with Capitol records."
In October, the New Jersey-bred Smithereens
(DiNizio, guita rist Jim Ba bjak, bass ist Mike
Mesaros and skinsman Dennis Dinken) released

during a four-month period in Los Angeles '
A&M Recording studios during the summer. The
reason why the Smithereens chose to leave the
homey confines of the East Coast was simple, he
said.
"It's cheaper for us to move to L.A. for three
months, to rent cars and bring our families with
us than it is to live in New York City and
record," he said. "It's less expensive there, ironically."
But for a while, DiNizio said A&M had turned
into a Jersey Shore reunion of sorts, as the
Smithereens, along with fellow Jersey boys
Bruce Springsteen and Bon Jovi's Richie Sambora, were bumping shoulders through the studio's
corridors.
Yet bumping shoulders with the Boss didn't
rub off musically for the band. "We didn't really
hang out with Bruce Springsteen (when recording in Los Angeles), but we know him from the
(Continued on p.3B)

2 views of U2s Achtung Baby
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IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING HAWKS GAME

By CRAIG"SCHWALB

By TIM SHELLBERG
The traditional U2-isms found on 1980's
Boy, 1983's War and 1987's The Joshua Tree
are nowhere to be found on Achtung Baby. The
hard-core political fury, Bone's almost redundant
"fire and water" imagery, the characteristic
anthems, and the signature Edge guitar wailing
are literally gone on their first release since
1988's Rattle And Hum.
This is by far, however, a flaw as Achtung
Baby is the band's most passionately correct,
and elegantly diverse album to date.
The "mad at the world" attitude taken by U2
in the past has been successfully replaced by a
quest to find one's self through the heart; whereas, Boy, War and The Joshua Tree rattled,
Achtung Baby hums beautifully.
But, it hums with a beat you can dance to.
From "Zoo Station," the opening cut, until
almost all the way to the end, Achtung Baby is
an insatiable assault of paces and rhythms that
borderline on hypnosis. The Depeche Modes
and Erasures of today could never dream of
putting out music as energetically soulful as this.
Nor could they ever get as versatile, considering Depeche Mode and Erasure have abused
their own particular tried and true schematic
with each album. On Achtung Baby, U2 pulls
the past into the present with all due respect.
. The hints to Revolver-day Beatles ("Even
Better Than The Real Thing"), Sly and the
Family Stone (the playful "Mysterious Ways"),
and early-70's Rolling Stones ("One") are among
the album's highlights.
Underneath these saintly rhythms, however, is
an emotional danse macabre of dying souls and
fallen loves - wiggle your butt to Achtung Baby,
and despair and hopelessness could follow.
The elegantly breathtaking of "Who's Gonna
Ride Your Wild Horses," the bouncy, yet bitchy
of "So Cruel," and the climactic hopelessness of
"Ultraviolet (Light My Way)" are fun in sound,
but given the lyrical context, they're downright
haunting. Like many songs on R.E.M.'s Out Of
Time, the angst on Achtung Baby is buried in
the mix.
In fact, Achtung Baby has a lot in common
with Out Of Time. Both albums forfeited their
particular successful hitmaking machines for lowkey, progressive works.
Although U2 's particular progression on
Achtung Baby might be discouraging to fans
who simply like the band's sound, their true fans
and maybe new fans will see this change as a
cause for celebration, as it is nothing less than a
heartfelt collection of classics.
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Is it possible for a band to lose its identity
overnight? To become and produce pointless
music? Or to become so tiresome and old that
every mediocre band on the planet sounds godlike?
The answer can be found inside Actung
Baby. Let's face it. U2 has never been a great
band. They've produced some relatively decent
three-chord stuff during the past decade.
U2 used to be angry young Irishmen with
something vaguely meaningful to say in their
early days. Now, as U2 grows older, they have
become nearly impotent in their music.
With mixing by Flood, England's latest dance
pop maven, Actung sinks U2 to new lows in
musical adventure, as each song has the potential to be a dance hall classic. "The Fly," the first
single, has three extended mixes that will stir the
bile in the gourd of any former U2 fan. In fact,
the only things missing are two turntables, furious dancers and shout-outs.
U2 used to stand up for the rights of the
oppressed among us. Apparently, no one is
oppressed anymore, but Bono is depressed and
should be repressed.
He sings typically of lost love, an exhausting
refrain. Bone's distorted, colorless voice fits perfectly with The Edge's humdrum guitar. Even the
usually productive Clayton/Mullen rhythm section battles unsuccessfully with the computer programming that inundates most tracks . These
days, the Edge apparently finds it difficult to
invent his own riffs. Instead, he effectively steals
from Johnny Marr (witness The The's "Violence
of Truth") verbatim.
I suppose U2 saw a sickly album ahead, and
again employed Unforgettable Fire and Joshua
Tree with co-producer Brian Eno as a keyboardist
and producer. But even the genius of Eno can't
save Actung Baby. Not one track is memorable for
any reason, making the album not worth listening
_ to and not worthy. If you want a description of each
track, hit the auto mode on a Casio keyboard. It's
the same pathetic idea.
The next logical step for U2, considering how
enormous their collective head is, becomes obvious.
A huge double album recorded live in Ireland,
with a huge photobooklet and dreamy musings
from each member. After that, perhaps, an
industrial dance album or a country album might
be in order. Both would surely make them even
more famous, despite their lack of taste or talent.
For what remains of the U2 fan, the next
phase is to wait in line and bow down to anything that is safe and/or horribly dull.
Sad.
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corsese's 'Cape Fear': a testament to intensity
he existence and operation within a constant
m of controversy and gross misunderstanding
become the natural habitat of Martin Scorsese.
spawned from that controversy and public
rtsightedness are usually results so extraordi. so far removed beyond the Hollywood norm,
the debate and quarrel are fast forgotten, thus
ing the true quality of work to shine through.
aving brought to the big screen such controverbut primarily deeply complex yet full characters
Travis Bickle, the self-possessive loner and
n Hinkley inspirer from "Taxi Driver (1976)"
Jake La Motta, the troubled middleweight fightfrom "Raging Bull (1980)," Scorsese has prov?n
ability to create, from a given script, a character
is beyond the written page, existing not as a
image but more like a product of the darkened
es of a non-conformist mind.
nter "Cape Fear, " Scorsese's sharp and twisted
rpretation of the 1962 chiller. This updated
ke can oniy be described as intense. From the
' opening wash of the studio logo through the
screams of torment and anguish at the film's
, Scorsese applies his classic aesthetical touch"th a ne"':' approach.·
e emphasizing of repetitive minor actions of
characters to generate a mood, combined with
dramatic active-participate photography , and
varied scene fade-ins and sharp original segues
tribute to the creation of a remake that has its
!ife and unique identity.
Max Cady, played by Robert De Niro, is an
rtly tattooed ex-convict who , when first canted after his release from prison at the film 's
t, has the highly noticeable hawk-precise eyes
a man bent on single-minded revenge. He is
ed a most complex character, established upon
very different, yet overlapping planes.
After 14 years of "wrongful" imprisonment, his

suppressed key evidence in Cady's trial based on his
own judgment of "what Cady deserved" concerning
the rape of a 16-year-old girl.
Cady visions himself beyond the realm of human
constraints for basic existence in that he can supersede the laws and norms by which all exist.
This is evident in the fact that Cady does not feel,
or simply does not acknowledge, the existence of
pain. His tolerance is incredible, from the extinguishing of lit cigars and joints on his tongue to the
handling of lit flares on his bare hands.
Cady then progresses on a rampage of ill-advised
activities for a man recently released from prison,
with the plot workings leading to an eventual climactic scene aboard the Bowden houseboat on
Cape Fear. But through systematic calculations and
careful planning, Cady avoids the fine line of legality.
One particular highlight of Scorsese 's "Cape
Fear " is the presence of Robert Mitchum and
Gregory Peck - the stars of the original version who
lend cameo appearances to the current issue .
Mitchum portrays Police Lt. Elgart, adviser to
Bowden, concerning how to handle situations with
Cady. Peck fills the role of Lee Heller, a flamboyant
attorney.
With "Cape Fear, " Scorsese has once .a gain created a film that exists as an exercise in emotional
and sense-oriented elements.
Outstanding photography , dramati c scene
changes, brilliant acting from De Niro and Nolte,
dry, dark humor, a genuine impressive feel, and a
sense of this being something big all contribute to
the most recent masterpiece from Scorsese. Having
released two films within one year, critics fear for
De Niro as Max Cady
the quality of Scorsese's work. But after the outself-perceived mission is clear - the acquiring of his standing " GoodFe llas, " " Cape Fear" stands as
vengeance against his former defense attorney Sam another testament to the greatness within which
Bowden, portrayed by Nick Nolte, and the disman- Martin Scorsese has existed in, does exists in, and
tling of what Bowden loves most - his family . While shall continue to exist in.
in jail, Cady "discovered" Bowden had intentionally

mithereens
(Continued from p. lB)

days in New Jersey," said DiNizio.
e one conversation I had with him
lved around the birth of his child.
"l surely would have liked to hear the
stuff he was working on because ,
rently it was fantastic, according to
ringsteen's) engineers, but obviously
's very secretive about his work."
izio added. "Much to my surprise,
r he was done with the final mix of
record, he decided to write 20 new
gs."
But while the Smithereens never got
opportunity to work with
ringsteen, DiNizio was fortunate
ough to collaborate with Julian
on. The result of the collaboration,
You Want The Sun To Shine," is
ably the Smithereens most Beatlee recording to date.
Yet DiNizio said "If You Want The
To Shine" wasn't supposed to be

on Blow Up when the Smithereens
entered the studio.
"We (DiNizio and Lennon) met
through mutual friends several years
ago, and we know each other socially,"
said DiNizio. "At a certain point, Julian
suggested that he and I get together to
write a song for his new album, which is
titled Help Yourself.
"If You Want The Sun To Shine" was
written specifically for the (Lennon)
album, but it was passed on,". DiNizio
added. "I liked the song so much that I
suggested that we record it. "
Another highlight of Blow Up
DiNizio spoke of was the assaulting
"Girl In Room Twelve." While DiNizio
speaks highly of the song, he maintains
its adulterous theme is not a reflection
on a past experience.
"Lyrically, it's based upon a title I saw
somewhere - it was a British paperback

(written) in the SO's," he said. "It was
called 'Girl In Room Twelve' and I never
read the book."
"I said 'what a great title for a movie
or for a song."' he added. "Take that
title and say 'there's a girl in room
twelve.' What is she doing there? Now
that lyric leads to something else and
before long , you've got yourself a
story."
But even though DiNizio assumes a
bulk of the music writing, he still considers himself to being simply "a member
of the band.
"The other members of the band
have known each other since they were
nine years old - they went· to grade
school together (and) graduated from
high school together."
"It (the Smithereens) is an extended
family," he added. "It has been for the
last 12 years."

Pat DiNizio

Jiamly~®
3 West Lincoln, Charleston
345-4743
----------,r----------~
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Thanksgiving, shmanksgiving.
Although All Turkey day is up and
coming on Thursday the 28th, the real
holiday is what we have deemed
"Thanksgetting," the first day of
Christmas shopping which begins on
Friday the 29th. With all that has been
going on around here, Santa Timmy,
Santa Rich and Santa Jason have conjured up a cornucopia o' Christmas
cache to take into consideration.

To Doug Hettinger: A copy of
Mein Kampf and a set of power tools
so perhaps he can accomplish something while making all that noise.
Achtung, baby!

... talk is cheap

To the Student Senate:
very own Martha Mouse hats (h
goes with the song: "Who's the I
of the club that represents you
me? M-A-R-T-H-A P-R-1-C-E").

JASON WINDERS

RICH BIRD
To the BGU: another $250,000
to change the error in their stationary
- shouldn't it read 'BUG?'
To the Democratic National
Party: a shot at Bush (which we here
at TIC could use as well).

To David Duke: See above:
To Michael Jackson: a supply of
Kleenex and a copy of the Divynils "I
Touch Myself" single (long play, if you
know what we mean).

hand .how. real sports guys write Ip
request from TIC sports corr
dents Don O'Brien and Ken Ryan)

TIM SHELLBERG

To Dean Liable: His own very
private phone line (disconnected).
To Dan Quayle:The entire
Doonesbury treasury, signed by Garry
Trudeau.

To Vic Robeson: A brand
home - without bathroom facilities.

To Ted Kennedy: A copy of The
Art Of Camouflaging (and an apology letter regarding the brake job gift
certificate that arrived late a few years
back.).

Sen. Paul Simon: The rem ·
of the Jerry Lewis Hair Care Pr
estate.
To Stan Rives: A Casablanca
ing fan for his office. With this
thing finally blown over, the heat
probably be back on him.

To William Kennedy Smith: A
chastity belt.
To the men of the NewsScan
Sports crew: A year's subscription to
the Daily Eastern News and the
Times Courier so they can see first

Sheesh! No room left to slam
the Greeks, the Young College R
licans, Mariah Carey or Lumpkin.
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e Dally Eastern News

ush signs rights bill,
ithdraws previous bill
WASHINGTON
(AP)
President Bush signed a civil rights
bill Thursday that he said would
"fight the evil of discrimination,"
and tried to silence a new furor over
race by withdrawing a tentative
rder to end government hiring
ferences for blacks and women.
"For the past few years the issue
of civil rights legislation has divided America," Bush said. "No
more." But the political divisions
that sustained a two-year congressional fight over the civil rights bill,
and prompted Bush to veto a similar measure last year, remained

-
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HaIf-mi 11 ion Americans
file new jobless claims
Department said. It followed a
33,000 rise the week before.
Some of the layoffs in early
November could have been blizzard-related slowdowns in construction, analysts said.
But the weakness was broader,
hitting states nationwide and workers in a cross-section of industries.
"We're still talking about a number which has to be viewed as ominous," said Robert Dederick, chief
economist at the Northern Trust
Co. of Chicago.
"People are battening down the
hatches again," Dederick said of
companies announcing more layoffs. "The expansion started out
subdued; it leveled out in the summer. These numbers suggest the
recovery has stalled out and may
have slipped back into reverse."
The Bush administration sought
to put the blame for ·dismal job conditions on Democrats in Congress.

High School. Church was a starter
on the school's 1986 football team
that won the state Class 2A championship. He graduated in 1987.
Neighbors said Church became
distraught when Ritter broke off the
two-year relationship, apparently at
her parents' urging.
Church was to appear later
Thursday before a U.S. magistrate
on charges of unlawful flight to
avoid prosecution. Extradition is
pending, said Salt Lake FBI
Special Agent in Charge Gene
Glenn.
Park, 32, said his nagging suspicion sent him rummaging through a
stack of wanted posters looking for
Church's flyer.
Then he obtained a copy of the
man's Utah identification through
the Division of Motor Vehicles. It
identified him as Danny Lee
Carson, age 33.
"It was obvious to me he wasn't
33," Park ·said at a news conference. In addition, the man apparently had used two Social Security
numbers.
Thursday morning, detectives
arrested Church at his apartment in
Salt Lake's Avenues district on
charges of obtaining false identification.
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He knows when you've been
good or bad . .. .
So be an angel
and send someone
a personal ad.

Fugitive alleged killer
Rick Church arrested
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) - An
Illinois man wanted for more than
three years in the stabbing deaths of
his girlfriend's parents was arrested
Thursday after a detective spotted
him working in a downtown mall.
Richard Church, 22, was arrested
without incident at a Salt Lake
apartment some 23 hours after the
lawman bought his lunch from him.
"There was some suspicion
there, " said Salt Lake Police
Detective Craig Park, who has been
assigned to the sex crime division
for only it month. "I thought I had
seen him before."
Church has been profiled five
times on the television program
"America's Most Wanted." The
crimes with which he was charged
also have been detailed on
"Unsolved Mysteries," "Geraldo,"
and "Oprah." Church was charged
with the Aug. 21, 1988, killings of
Raymond Ritter and his wife Ruth
Ann, 45, who were bludgeoned and
stabbed to death in their
Woodstock, Ill., home.
Their daughter, Colleen 17, and
JO-year-old son, Matthew, also
were stabbed and beaten in the
attack, but survived.
· Illinois officials said Church and
Colleen Ritter met when they were
students at Marian Central Catholic

s1 25 Jose Cuervo

Downtown Charleston • 345-9222

ing sexual harassment.
It was Bush's agreement to support a modified version of the bill,
and drop his potent political argument that it would prompt employers to resort to racial quotas, that
brought overwhelming congressional passage.
However, Bush signed the Civil
sharp.
Rights Act of 1991 in a Rose
The new law negates Supreme
Garden ceremony that was overCourt decisions that made it more
shadowed by the storm of controdifficult for minorities to win lawversy over a proposed presidential
suits charging job discrimination by
affirmative-action order circulated
mployers. It also expands the
Wednesday evening to government
rights of women and religious .
agencies. Most Democrats stayed
minorities to sue and collect damaway from the signing in protest.
ages for job discrimination, includ-

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
number of Americans filing new
Wlemployment claims surged close
to the half-million mark in early
November, approaching the bleakest levels of the recession, the government said Thursday.
After stabilizing over the summer, the nation's job market is now
apparently deteriorating again, at
least based on how many out-ofwork Americans are new to unemployment lines in any given week.
Those numbers, after hitting an
eight-year high of 540,000 in
March, improved to around
400,000 in July. Now, they're back
to the half-million mark - a worrisome indication, analysts said, that
layoffs may be wearing on and that
the nation's unemployment rate
may be headed higher, too.
For the week ending Nov.. 9, the
initial-claims level jumped by
39,000, to 493,000, the highest it's
been since April ;w, the Labor
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THE. DAILY [ASTE.RN NEWS

Have an y services to offer? Let
peopl e know! Advertise in the
Classifieds of The Daily Eastern
News! !

POSITIONS AVAILABLE : Devel opmental Trainers needed to work
with developmentally disabled
adults. TRAINING, CERTIFICATION and BENEFITS PROVIDED.
Full and Part-time, start $4.60/hr.
Apply in person at 738 18th St
~~~~~~~~~~1216
ON-CAMPUS JOB, OFF-CAMPUS
SALARIES. EIU Office of Development looks to hire energetic students for Annual Telefund Drive.
During spring semester-Saturday
and Sunday hours . No phone
calls, please apply in person with
Anne Voegeli at Brainard House.
-,-~~-~-,-~-~~11 /22

Now Hiring All shifts available. Full
and Part-time. McDonald's on Lincoln Ave. Apply in person.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /22
NANNY OPPORTUNITIES : San
Francisco - 1 girl - $180/week ; So
Calif - newborn - $165/week; Connec ticut - infant - $200/ week ;
Chicago - 1 girl - $160/week; Virgi nia - 2 ch ildren - $225/week ;
Many pos itions availab le. One
year commitment necessary. Call
1-800-937-NANI.
11 /22
N70D'"""'E~P'"""'E""'N70D'"""'E""'N70T=--s
c=-A
"'"'L'"""'E~So-- REP .
WANTED. Sell custom screen printed T-shirts , sweats, party favors , etc.
to student groups on your campus.
Set own hours . No financial obligatio n. Advertising support provided.
Call collect (314) 726-3219 for more
info and distributor application. Ask
for Bob.
-=--~--~--~11 /22
Spring Break in Cancun ! It will be
here before you know it! Outgoing
campus representatives wanted by
th e Nation's largest and most successful Spring Break tour operator.
Receive a free trip and cash for
promoting our trips to your friends
and classmates. Call 1-800-3954896 for more information.
'1" " '

IT'S A WONDERFUL LIFE for the
baby who joins our family ... devoted, playful parents, loving 3-year-old
brother, lots of fun and love, a good
education, and every opportunity for
happiness. Let's talk; we can help
each other. Expenses paid. Call
collect Arlynn & Ron (217) 3674769, or our attorney, Glenna, (217)
352-8037.

Female Subleasor needed for
Spring. $140 mo/+utilities. Close
to campus. 348-1131.

2 bedroom , furn ished apartment.
Includes dishwasher, carpeting ,
central heat & air. Close to cam pus. As Low as $130/month per
person. Carlyle Rentals. 348-7746.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _1216
1, 2, and 3 bedroom apartments.
Fully furnished, convenient location, available now and for Spring
term. Call 345-6621 .
-=-------~~-1216
Roommate needed for Spr. 92 .
155 /mth plus utilities. Call Dan
345-5564.
~---------1216
Housing for 2, 3, 4. Close to EIU.
Jim Wood, Century 21. 345-4489.
---~------1216
FOR RENT: 2 bdrm. apt., $200 a
month plus electric. Phone 3456201 after 4 p.m.
______ca11/12-15, 18-22
Male subleasor needed. Spring
semester. Furnished, own room,
great location. $190/month, negotiable. 348-091 o.
~---------1216
Female roommate(s) needed for
Spring term . Park Place Apartments . OWN ROOM. Call 3485518.
,.-,-,.--..,-,.------,---,--.,--11 /22
Male subleasor needed for spring
semester, own room, furnished .
1/2 utilities, free king size
waterbed. $187.50. 348-7631.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /22
Subleasor needed for spring
semester. Furnished single apt.
Call for details 348-6011 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1216
Female subleasor needed . Own
room, furnished , washer and dryer,
near campus, clean. 348-0459.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11 /25

MALE SUBLEASOR NEEDED
FOR 3BR HOUSE IN SPRING '92.
OWN ROOM , 1/3 UTILITIES ,
WASHER , DRYER, DISHWASHER, ETC. $160 345-61 75.
-o-=c=~~,.-,-~-=-~--1215
2 BEDROOM APT. Close to campus on 4th St. $195/mo. includes
basic cable. Fully furnished . 3487746.
~~~-------12/6
OLDTOWNER MANAGEMENT .
SPRING SEMESTER APARTMENT AND SUBLEASOR AVAILABLE. 345-6533.
-=--,..------,-- -,-,--1216
One or two female subleasors
needed for spring. Own Bedrooms,
washer & dryer, 130/mo & 1/3 of
the utilities. Call 348-5030.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11 /22
SPRING SUBLEASOR NEEDED.
Furnished house-own room-excellent condition . Rent negotiable.
348-7058.
- - - - - - -- --11 /25
2 Female Subleasors needed for
Spring 1992 . Youngstown-fur nished , A/C, across from pool. 1
month's FREE RENT. 348-7881 .
1216
~2=F=EM~A~
LE~SU
~B=L
'"""'E~A~S~O~R~S~needed

for Spring .· House-close to camOwn
room-rent
pus .
negotiable/call 345-3932.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /22
Spring Subleasor needed. Own
bedroom for male. $200 a month,
utilities included . Call after
3:00p.m. Ask for Nelson. 348-0485
- = - - - - - - - - - -12/2
Female subleasor needed to share
3BR ROYAL HTS . APT. with 2
other females . Call after 2:30p.m.
1-346-2544.
11 /26
7
S~
u=
B~
L=EA
~S
~O
~
R~
N=E=
E=
D=E=
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FOR

SPRING, ROYAL HGHTS. GOOD
LOCATION . $165 / MO . OWN
ROOM. PHONE 345-7302.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/6
Female roommate needed for
Spring sem . $140/month plus 1/4
utilities. One block from campus.
Call 345-5298.
~---------1214
Wanted someone to sublease
large 1 bedroom apt. Excellent
location $350 a month . Call 3481630 or 345-4600.
~--=------,..--,..-11 /25
Male Roommate needed. Park
Place Apts. $130/month and half
utilities. Call 345-6783.
-=--------~11 /22
Female subleasor needed for
Summer ·'92. Own room at Park
Place. Call Kendra at 345-1459
evenings.
_ _ _ _ _ _ ____ 11 /26
Male subleasor needed for Spring
92, very nice, 3 bedroom house,
two blocks from campus, $180/mo.
345-2584.
-=-_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
Employer Seeking Energetic, Selfm otivated workers who enjoy
working with people : Fo r Banquets, Housemen and Waitresses.
For restaurants : Busboys and
Evening Waitresses. For Kitchen :
Dishwashers . Experience pre ferred, but not necessary. Please
apply at the Inn at Eagle Creek,
Eagle Creek State Park, Findlay,
Illinois 62534.
-=---~------11125
Female Subleasor needed 'for
Spring Semester in a great apartment in University Court. Janell
581-8006.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11126
Female Roommate needed for
Spring. Close to campus. Possibly
own bedroom. $180/a month plus
1/3 utilities . Call Jennifer 3451258.
--------~11 /26
2 male subleasors needed. A/C,
dishwasher, 2 floors, by the poolYoungstown. $170/month. deposit
required. Call Travis or Eric at 3488703.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
2 bedroom furnished apt. , excellent condition, garbage, laundry,
no pets. $400 month, 345-7286.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
Apartment! Jan. 1, Really nice, 2
bedroom unfurnished, excellent
location, parking, air conditioning,
no pets. $400 month, 345-7286.
~---------1216
3 bedroom house. lots of closets,
large kitchen, washer/dryer
hookup , central air, no pets .
$360/month, 345-7286.
-=-.,.,.,.,--------1216
Subleasor needed for spring,
female preferred. $160, 345-1970.
c-c---o-------11 /25
1 bedroom apartment .available
spring-summer. Rent is based on
income. 345-7838.

Formals for sale $25-$65 sizes 911 . Call Mary at 581-3215.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7

Sony CD player $50, Advent °digital
sound processor $!50. Four auto
Bose speakers w/equalizer, digital
radio cassette $200. More 345-7282.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217
Magnavox stereo $30. Realistic
stereo $125 . Marantz Equalizer
Amp. $60 . Zenith 12" speakers
$15. 348-5460.
--~------~1217
1987 Chevette 4 speed AM/ FM
cassette, new tires, looks great,
runs good 75,000 miles $2300.00
348-0692.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217
1985 Dodge 600 All electric very
good condition $4,500. 1976 AMC
Hornet good 850.00 345-6415.

-=----~--~--1217

Formals for Sale. $75 to $100 .
Sizes 3 and 5. Call Kelly after 6:30
pm 348-7732.
~----~---~1217
For sale one Remington Electric
adding machine CHEAP . 3456797.
_ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ 1217
'84 Honda Magna 750cc Looks
and runs excellent! Must sell
$1 ,150 OBO. Call 581-5477.
---,...,--..,,,..~---1217
1980 Mazda Rx? . New paint ,
clutch, tires. 104,000 miles. $2300
OBO. 348-7825.
--~------.,--1 217
1978 Gibson G-3 bass guitar with
hard case. Good condition $275
call Brian 348-8703.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217
'86
YAMAHA
FZ
600
red/wh ite/blue , quick, low miles,
new tires, runs great! Must sell ,
$2600 345-9129.
---=-~------1 217
82 KZ650 6500 mi . Runs and
looks great. $750.00 348-1983.

~---------1 2/7

Formals very nice. Lavender and
royal blue. Worn once. Size 8/9.
$25 OBO 348-5541.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217
Speedo swim suit size 10. Ladies
never worn tags are attached
$30.00. Call 581 -5758.

-=---c-=----~~1217

Zenith 25" console TV $150.
Marantz speakers (165 watts)
$125/pair. Realistic DX-440 All band communication receiver
$150. More . 345-4426 after 1O
a.m.

--~---~~~~1217

1982 Dodge 400 CONVERTIBLE.
Good condition. $1800 0.B.0. Call
Ken 345-9735.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 1217
1984 Honda Aero 125 Scooter.
Excellent condition. $600.00 3452333 or 348-5808.

-=-~-------,...,-1217

Soloflex exercise machine. All
attachments included. 1 year old.
Used little. $1100. TV $60. 3480259.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
1983 Mustang GLX 2dr hatchback
V-6 3.SL Auto PS-PB cruise
Am/Fm Tape A/C 75,000 Miles .
Excellent condition $3250 . 3453020 anytime.

EX band member selling good
stuff: Fender standard tel e, Marshall 8040 amp , Digitec h PDS
20/20 , Pro -co RAT $7 00 fo r all.
345-1377.

-------~--1216

1982 Kawasaki 650CSR Drk Blue,
Low Miles, New Tires, Batt, Chain,
Must sell First $650. 345-6161.
~---------12/6
Acoustic Guitars w/case, strap &
self teaching materials. Call Matt
581-5631 .
- - - - - - - - - -11 /26
BIG JEEP CJ-5 '76 ... V-8 Engine,
Great Shape, Body_ Average
Shape, $2000, 581 -3003.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 1216
'81 Olds Cutlass , new engine,
tires, brakes , $1850 OBO. 345_ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ 1216
3738.
2 year old Queen size waterbed
with mirrored headboard and 12
underdrawers must sell ! orig
$1100, asking $350. 345-2584.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/6
Couch 6 ft. $25.00, Bedside Cabinet $15 .00 , Round Trip Airline
Tickets Indy In. to Sarasota, Fl.
$250.00, OBO, Call Jeff 345-3866.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 1216

FOUND: FEMALE CAT, WHITE
W/ORANGE PATCHES, 2-3 YRS.
OLD , FOUND BY STEVENSON
11-18. CALL 345-9712.
.

We Pay Cash fo r Broken gold jewelry, diamonds, class rings, gold or
silver coins & collection modern &
antique guns. The Pawn Shop 518
6th On the Square. 348-1011
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12n
Singing Te legram s!! Birthdays ,
Christmas, Anniversaries, Special
Occasions. Call 581-3110 8-12
and 1-5 M-F for details.
'
~-------~-12/6
New recycling center. Think globally, act locally. 203 N. Tenth St.
M-F 9-4, S 8-12. 348-1953.
_ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ 11 /26
For brotherhood at its best, give
Sigma Nu a try. 581 -6898.

College Ski Town USA
PACKAGE INCLUDES:
• High quahty accommodations !Of 6 night.
• Four out ol five day souvenir photo
!1f111dl.et.
• Round·tnp motor coad'i transportation
lrom your campus to Steamboat Springs,
Colorado
• A complete schedule of lree panles, events
and promotions
• Steamboat Spnngs Coupon Booll. good tor food,
merchandise, and service discounts
·All ta•es, tips, and service charges 1nduded
• Featunng the OVERLOOK HOTEL

CALL MIKE
345-9513

$219
Dec. 13m-2 1• 1991

ACROSS
1 Pric e
5 Komat1k , e .g.
9 Baby 's foot
covering
11 Sour
13 Cantankerous
oldster
14 Greedy
predator
16 Wicker
17 With aloofness
19 Electrical unit
20 " We hold - truths .
21 Paddock
newcomer
22 Crook found in
a free
23 " --- a Rebel " :
The Crystals
(1962)

26 Old w o man ·
G er .
28 Take ste p s
29 Like a g o od
potato
30 Peace lover
32 Warmong e r
33 Military group
35 Set
36 Long and Elli s .
Abbr .
40 Race -car driver
Irvan
41 Pasteur
portrayer
42 - - - Tau .
U .S.S .R. range
43 Netman
Sampras
44 Plant pith

45 Malco lm - W arner, TV
acto r
47 ..
·- D ien ··
(Prince of
W ales 's motto)
48 " A C o nfe d e rac y
of Dun ces"
author
49 In re
5oCoward
52 Nuts
54 George
and T . S .
55 Hillocks
56 Bonnie bairn
57 Retired

ATTENTION SECRET SANTA'S :
TOKENS IS THE ONE AND ONLY
SECRET SANTA HEADQUARTERS . WE HAVE LOADS OF
HOLIDAY CANDY, STOCKING
STUFFERS, CARDS AND KNICKKNACKS, ALL FOR LESS THAN
$5.00.
~-~~~~----1216
Marty Pooland, The time we spend
apart this Thanksgiving will be a
test of our love and undying devotion, Love & Kisses, Dave Ferguson.
11 /22
-=G-o-od..,...,.lu-c"'""k-to-,th-e-..,..,M'"""e-n·'"""s....,B,...a.....,sketball
team in their season opening
game Saturday night - Love Debbie.
_ _ _ _ __ _ ___ 11 /22
Lara (St) Thomas: Happy 21st
Birthday. Let's relive Saturdays
from last year. We hope you haver
a great birthday. Love Dead Beat
Club.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 11 /22
SIMS , Happy 20th B-day , get
ready for a night you'll never
remember. It will be Out of Control.
Love, Bulldog.
-~--~~--~11 /22
Lee, Sara. Julie, Thanks for everything you 've done for us during
pledging . We really appreciate it.
Love the Alpha Garn Pledges.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ 11122
Carol and Pete, You guys are the
best mom and dad ever! Have a
great weekend! Love, Your Daughter, Rache l.
--~--,_ _ __ _ 11 /22
DIANE JOHNSON: I'm so lucky to
have you for a MOM! .Thanx for
EVERYTHING ! You 're the best !
DZ love, Tamara.

Mike and Dave-SURPRISE!! You
guys are JERKS and we 're not
going anywhere with you!
_ _ _ _ __ __ _ _11 /22
Kate-Happy 20th Birthday. Look
out Thomas food Service, here
she comes. DBC Love, Teri.
~,,...,..,...,..,~=--=..,...,,.-=---=---11 /22
KELLY R. DOYLE , Congrats on
Disney! I can 't wait to visit. One
down, one to go! Grace.
.,.---o-,--,--~-,.,...--11 /22
Lauren Shaft and Mike Wombach·
er-You guys are awesome, Thanks
for everything!·Love, Missy.
~~~~~~~~~~11/22

JEN MAUREK : THANKS FOR
THE SUPPORT DURING I-WEEK.
YOU 'RE THE CRAZIEST, BUT
THE GREATEST SIGMA SIS
EVER . LOVE, YOUR LIL 'SIS,
LOSER.
_ __ _ _ _ __ __ 11/22
Blake: Welcome Back! I'm so glad
you're home. I LOVE YOU, Kris.
_ _ __ _ _ __ __ 11/22
Chris Hahn-You're the greatest
Dad ever. Lets get together over
break. DZ love, KANDY.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /22
Three hot studs and a guy named
Brian , need 4 hot fun babes to
cook Thanksgiving dinner on Sun·
day. 348-1083.
--------~11 /22
Stacey Kruep-Hey mom , Thanks
for everything . Call me! We'll go
out. DZ love always, Kandy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/22
AMY WALCHOLZ & JOE MAR·
TIN: YOU ' RE THE BEST DEE
ZEE PARENTS EVER. THANKS
FOR THE MEMORABLE DAD'S
NIGHT! DEE ZEE LOVE & MINE,
ALESHA.

WESLEY FOUNDATION AT EIU. The Lighthouse is a bar alternative
Music/ Dancing and fun begin at 9 p.m. Look for the flashing light
across from Lawson hall. Open every Friday night.
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA PHI ALPHA will hold Social 7 p.m. Friday
November 22 at Tonya's 2400 Cambridge Apt. 808. The social is defi·
nitely for members only. If you have any questions call Tiffany C. Jack·
son at 345-2733.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Thanksgiving Dinner will be 5 p.m.
Sunday, November 24 at the Newman Center.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP Praise and Worship service wiff
held 10:30 a.m. Sunday, November 24 at the Christian Campus House.
Come early for donuts and juice. Everyone is welcome! Call 345-6990
for rides or info.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Weekend Masses are Saturday6:30 p.m. and Sunday-11 a.m. at Buzzard Auditorium .
THE WESLEY FOUNDATION FREE Sunday Supper will be at 5 p.m.
Sunday. Everyone is welcome ; but please come by or call 348-8191 to
let us know you're coming.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only for
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Example:
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus clip
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturday or
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be published.
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or contains
conflicting information will not be run.

2

4

16
20

23
26

43

DOWN
47

1 Most warmly
comfortable
2 Transudes
3 Etiquette
boo -boo
4Gerard - Borch , Dutch
painter
5Row
6 Turk ·s-cap
7 Summer time in
N.Y.C .
a Daily
9 Dry measure
10 Building
11 Birdlike
12 Eerie
13 Former South
African
President
15 Loser to
S. Grant

so

18 Crotchety
person
22 Uniform cloth
24 Wash
25 Darn
27 Murray or
Arcaro
29 Landlocked
neighbor of
Alg e ria
31 Small change m
Denmark
32 Nag
,33 Nativity tableri •·

34 Certain colony ' s

creation
35 Dupe
37 '" The --Moon ,"' 1927
song
38 Pampas' kin
39 Preserves
40 Majestic
41 Atomic particles

44 Brooke and
Field
45 Sculptor
Epstein
46 What a spat
covers
48 Refs' decisions
51 Robert M .
Gates 's org .
53 Actress Merkel

M BARRETT-Thanks for being
ch an awesome dad. We have
ogo out again soon-but no
ore shots! DZ love, Suzanne.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/22
EANIE TARTER AND JEN
NK, YOU'RE THE BEST "A"
OMS . DZ LOVE AND MINE,
RIST!.
11/22
.,..,,..RA,.-,c'""y.,--,-H'"""'o,-,-w~E=R=T-=o-,-N~O F Dz
ND MIKE MCGREW OF
IGMA CHI, YOU'RE THE
EST MOM AND DAD! LOVE
OUR KID KRISTI:
____ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /22
ELISSA, DEL TA ZETA, AND
YSON ; SIGMA Pl, YOU'RE
HE BEST MOM AND DAD
VER! LOVE YOUR KIDDO,
EN JAMES.
__________ 11 /22
atherine and Dan, I couldn't
ave asked for a better set of
rents. Thanks for Dad's night.
m starting to feel a lot better.
ove your kid, Kara.
•,,----=~cc-=--=--=-----:--11 /22
ey PHI SIGS: Get psyched for
GREAT time tomorrow night!
ormal is going to be Awesome(thanks to you, Heidi!) Get
ady girls!
11 /22
·~r"'R.,...A'""c,..,
Y-A-=R'""T""'M-A.,-N,-:-,Y,-,--ou 're a
great friend and MOM. Thanks
lor everything you've done! Love
ya, Mary.

·~--------11 /22

SCOT DRESSANDER: Mom
couldn't have picked a better
dad-You're the greatest! Thanks
lor everything you've done! Love
, ya,
_Mary.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/22
Jen Callahan-your Alpha Garn
sisters would like to congratulate
you on being elected Panhel lenic Executive Council Secrelary! We know you will do a
great job!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /22

GLAMOUR MAGAZINE
WOMENS COMPETITION

Glamour Magazine is holding

a Top 10 College Women Competition. The awards will be
based on leadership abilities,
personal involvement in community & campus affairs and academic excellence. Winners will
receive $1 ,000 cash prize, profile
in Glamour Magazine and
expense paid to New York City.
Application information may be
~eked up in the Office of Financial Aid, upper east wing, Students Services.
John Flynn
Director Financial Aid
CULTURAL DIVERSITY
COMMITTEE

Notice for Daily Eastern and
LCOB Messenger Board
The Lumpkin College of Business is seeking students to serve
on the Student Advisory Committee on Cultural Diversity. This

Joe: Happy 21st! I owe you dinner. This time I won't forget the
beans. BE CAREFUL! Love,
Your AGS, Krissy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/22
Deann Grossi and Bert Haskell,
You are the greatest mom and
dad ever! DZ love your #1 Kid,
Erin.
,..,-.,.,..---...,,,-----11 /22
Alpha Sigs: Don't forget! Be at
the house at 6:00p.m. to sing,
sing, sing and decorate our tree.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/22
SORORITY PRESIDENTS:
Take heed, tor the MU Candidate Class of SIGMA NU will be
out at dusk. Be ready to be kidnapped.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/22
Clint Mitchell of Lambda Chi
Alpha: Congratulations on 1week and being a part of a great
fraternity. P.S. Sorry I missed
the serenade with your Frank
Sinatra
voice!
___
_ _Love,
_ _Kerri
_ _Jo.
11 122
Jason Smith of Sigma Pi-I need
some fatherly advice. Let's go
have a beer and talk. Call Mom
or I-we'll make it a family thing!
ASA
Kyla.
_ _love,
__
_ _ _ _ _11/22
EAST SIDE PKG. STROH ' S,
STROH 'S LIGHT 15PK $3.99;
OLD STYLE LIGHT 12PK $3.79;
COORS, COORS LIGHT 24PK
$8.99. EAST SIDE PKG. 3455722.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/22
Alpha Gam's, Alpha Phi's, Alpha
Sig's, Tau's, DZ's, Phi Sig's, Sig
Kap's, and Tri Sig's! Come to
the rescue of your Presidents
tonite. The MEN of SIGMA NU.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /22
CAROL NACKETT AND CAREY
CROFT: #1 Sigma Moms! JUST
WANTED TO SAY THANKS
FOR ALL THE SUPPORT THIS
WEEK! Love, your Kid! Becca.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11 /22

advisory committee will be
responsible for representing business students in making recommendations on matters relating to
cultural diversity (such as recruitment and retention of minority
and international students, special programs concerning diversity, and increasing awareness of
diversity issues) in the Lumpkin
College of Business. Representatives from all student constituencies of the college, including pre-business students, business majors, business minors,
and MBA students, are needed.
Minority students and international students are especially
encouraged to apply.
If you are interested in serving
on this committee, please call
Carolyn Horsman, Office of the
Dean, Lumpkin College of Business at 581 -3526 no later than
December 1, 1991.
Ted lvarie
Dean

JAMIE- Your #1 fan will miss
cheering for you! Good luck Saturday! I LOVE YOU!! CHRISTINE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11 /22
STEVE SWALLEY: Cheers to
DZ and DELTS! You're an awesome DAD! DZ love, Tamara
P.S. Watermelon, Watermelon.
- - - - = - - - - -11 /22
Anna Mccurdy (Griffith)! You
are going to be a beautiful bride!
Best wishes from your sisters for
a wonderful day! We will miss
you! ,Love, your Phi Sig sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11 /22
Kate: Happy 20th Birthday. Saturday will be one drunken fest!
Have a great day. DBS love and
mine, Melissa.
--------~11/22
CONGRATULATIONS KRISTY
PAHLMANN on getting lavaliered to BOB CLAYBROOK of
SIGMA PHI EPSILON. Your APHI sisters are happy for you.
=--o--~-~--=..,---,,11 /22
RICK LICHNER-Mr. Phi Significant-Thank you for all you have
done for us-there's too much to
list! We are looking forward to
Sat! Get ready for a great time!
Love, the Phi Sigs.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11 /22
Delta Zeta Pledges: Thanks tor
everything this week during
"appreciation week"!! You guys
are the BEST!! Love, the active
sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/22
LYNN McMILLION and DAN
BERES, I couldn't have asked
for two better parents! We need
to go out soon! (HINT) Love ya
both-Your Dee Zee Kiddo.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/22
LISA PLESE: Congrats on going
Active. I knew you'd make it.
You ' ll make a great Tri Sig
Active . Love your AGS and
roomie , 'Jenny.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/22

JEWISH VOCATIONAL
SCHOLARSHIP

The office of Financial Aid has
received an announcement of
scholarship grants from the Jewish Vocational Service. Information concerning the eligibility for
applying for such scholarships is
available in the office of financial
aid, upper level, east wing Student Services Building. Deadline
for submission of application is
March 1, 1992.
John Flynn
Director Financial Aid
TEST DEADLINE

All individuals planning to take
one or more of the Illinois State
Teacher Exams on January 11,
1992, should note that November

SHERI ECK-You are an awesome big sis! Hope you enjoyed
the week. Have a great weekend! Love. Amy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /22
EAST SIDE PKG. STROH'S,
STROH'S LIGHT 15PK $3.99;
OLD STYLE LIGHT 12PK $3.79;
COORS, COORS LIGHT 24PK
$8.99. EAST SIDE PKG. 3455722.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /22
SHERI BECKER (MOM): CONGRATULATIONS ON GETTING
LAVALIERED TO MITCH
HELLER (DAD) OF DELTA TAU
DEL TA!! DZ LOVE, YOUR
BABY DIANE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11 /22
AMY DOWSON and DARREL
THOMA: You've got the right
one baby! Can't wait to go out
again! You're awesome! Love
your kid, Shari.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /22
Congratulations Catherine
Lucas on getting "greek sing"
Greek Week co-chair position!
Love, your DZ sisters.
- - - - - - - - -11 /22
Delta Tau Delta, Thanks for a
great party on Tuesday. We got
rocked at Bedrock Bash. Love,
the ladies o.f Delta Zeta.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11 /22
Ann Sidwell, Thank you for all
your time and dedication
towards Delta Zeta. It is well
appreciated. Love, the ladies of
Delta Zeta.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11 /22
Jen Chanell-Congratulations on
getting "social awareness" director on Panhellen ic Council.
Love, your Delta Zeta sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/22
Anna VanScoyoc, Congratulations on receiving "2nd vice president" on Panhellenic Council. Love, your Delta Zeta sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /22

DENA JONES-Have a great
weekend. Thanks for being a
great mom! Love-Amy.
---------11/22
Congratulations Kris Himebaugh
on receiving "3rd vice-pres_ident"
on Panhellenic·Council. Love,
your Delta Zeta sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /22
Dana Wulff: Congratulations on
receiving "IFC Liason" on Panhellenic Council. Love, your
Delta Zeta sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /22
JENNIFER BUDD: Congratulations on becoming lavaliered to
Kyle Leonard of Pi Kappa Alpha.
Your ASA sisters are so proud
of you.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11 /22
Melanie Blum: Have a nice day.
Your secret pal is watching you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /22
Maggie Sullivan: Congratulations on " rules and games"
Greek Week co-chair position!
Love, your Delta Zeta sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /22
Dana Wulff: Congratulations on
receiving "community service"
Greek Week co-chair position .
Love, your Delta Zeta sisters.

30 is the registration deadline. To
beat this deadline applications
must be postmarked no later
than November 30, 199.1.

encouraged to attend as individuals who have taken this seminar
in the past have had a high success rate. There is no charge for
the seminar and advance registration is not needed.

George W. Schlinsog
Associate Dean, College of Education
BASIC SKILLS SEMINAR

A "Basic Skills Seminar" has
been scheduled for Monday
evening, November 25, from 7 to
8:30 p.m. in room 207 of the Buzzard Education Building . This
seminar is designed to be of
assistance to individuals preparing to take either the Pre-Professional Skills Test (PPST) or the
Illinois State Basic Skills Test.
Persons who are fearful of
either of these two tests are

--------~11 /22

NICOLE TOMASSETTI: Have a
nice day and keep smiling
because your secret pa l is
watching you.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /22
Congratulations JENNIFER
BUDD on getting lavaliered to
KYLE LEONARD of Pi Kappa
Alpha. Love your roommates,
Tammy, Leslie, and Michelle.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /22
Cindy Beason-You are the one
and
only!
__
_ _ _ _ _ _11 /22
Niki Long-Sorry for being a
wench! You are a great friend!
Thanks for everything! Your
front row Bud!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11 /22

George W. Schlinsog
Associate Dean, College of Education
STUDENT TEACHING
ASSIGNMENTS SPRING '92

There will be a meeting for
ELEMENTARY, JR. HIGH, AND
SPECIAL EDUCATION MAJORS
planning to student teach during
Spring 1992 semester. Secondary majors and those students planning to student teach
in the Chicago Area should NOT
attend this meeting. The meeting

Calvin and Hobbes
?SS\ ... S\JS\E ! 'tl\.IA.TS
\2-+ 1?

JENNIFER BOWMAN-You ' re
out of the pit!! Well, I'm going to
stick it out another semester!
Thanks for everything! SHELBI
SCOTT.
---------11/22
CONGRATULATIONS
TO
ALPHA SIGMA TAU, SIGMA
SIGMA SIGMA , AND PHI
SIGMA SIGMA FOR GOING
ACTIVE! LOVE, JR. PANHELL.
11 /22
H_A_P_P_Y_2_1~S_T_T_O_R_O,-N
- AND
LEIGH ANN LONGO. "THE
TWINS" LOVE, JOEL.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/22
LAURIE LOPATKA, Your
LOVERBOY is looking forward
to our greqtest weekend ever in
Indianapolis. Love, Rick. P.S.
Why don't we use my camera
this time!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /22
Boys Across the Street: never
knew you guys were such great
cooks and snazzy dressers.
We'll be happy hostesses for our
Christmas Bash . Love, the DZ
Dugout.
11 /22
c
o-N
~
G-R
=-A~T
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I 0 N s
MICHELLE MILLER FOR
DELTA ZETA SISTER OF THE
MONTH. LOVE , YOUR MATH
BUDDY!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11 /22

Place a

CHRISTMAS
PERSONAL
in

TbeDaily
Eastern News
See page 7
for more details!

will take place on TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 26, 1991 AT 3:00
P.M . IN THE BUZZARD AUDITORIUM.
All SECONDARY MAJORS
should contact their departmental
academic coordinator to receive
placement details for Spring
1992 and should NOT attend this
meeting in Buzzard Auditorium.
All students planning to student teach in the CHICAGO
AREA will receive placement
details in writing as the area
coordinators confirm assignments, and should NOT attend
this meeting in Buzzard Auditorium.
Francis Summers
Director of Student Teaching

by Bill Watterson
Wi\\T
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TEXTBOOK RENTAL SERVICE

The hours of operation for Fall Semester 1991 book returns during
Ile week of finals at the Textbook Rental Service are as follows:
9:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Saturday, December 7th
Monday, December 9th
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Tuesday, December 10th
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday, December 11th
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Thursday, D_ecember 12th
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Friday, December 13th
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Textbooks must be returned no later than 4:30 p.m. Friday, December 13th to avoid a late fine.
You must pay full replacement cost for lost textbooks. Such payments are non-refundable. You will also be required to pay replacement costs for textbooks in which you have done writing or highlighting,
which have been subjected to unusual wear, or have been water damaged.
Unless you return textbooks by announcing deadline at term-end you
are subject to fines of $2.00 per book plus $.25 per day per book with a
maximum of $10.00 per book. If a textbook is lost, the fine is in addition
k>the book's full replacement cost.
·

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
5URE THeY WfR&,
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Marty R. Bennett
Director, TRS
TEXTBOOK RENTAL SERVICE

The hours of operation for Spring Semester 1992 book distribution at
Ile Textbook Rental Service are as follows:
Monday, January 6th
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Tuesday, January 7th
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday, January 8th
Thursday, January 9th
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Friday, January 10th
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Our regular hours of 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30
p.m. will resume January 13th.
Marty R. Bennett
Director, TRS

Doonesbury
60TA
5AMP£e.2

I
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Friday, November 22, 1991

Gophers' Gutekunst will resign
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) Saying the Minnesota Gophers
football team needs new leadership, university President Nils
Hasselmo announced Thursday
that he had accepted coach John
Gutekunst's resignation.
"The time comes when you
have to look to new leadership in
a particular program, not
because the old leadership is
bad, but because new leadership
can bring new perspective, new
. opportunities and new energy to
an enterprise," Hasselmo said at
a news conference.
Gutekunst's resignation,
which comes after two days of
reports that he would lose the job
he has held for six years, is
effective Dec. 31.
He takes a 29-36-2 record into
Saturday's season finale at Iowa.
If the Gophers lo§e to the

Hawkeyes, they'll finish 2-9
overall and, at best, in a tie for
last place in the Big Ten. That
would be the team's worst finish
since they were 1-10 in 1983 anq
coach Joe Salem was fired.
Gutekunst said at a separate
news conference that he was
resigning with "a great deal of
sadness."
"We coaches are very egotistical and think we can change a
great many things, but it's something whose time has come,"
Gutekunst said of his resignation.
Gutekunst indicated he would
like to continue coaching at the
college level.
"I'm a football coach," he
said when asked about his future.
"I love teaching. I love the competition of the game, and I love
the kids and the people who play

the game." Hassel mo expects to
have a new men's athletfc director named by the end of the year
and a new football coach named
shortly after that.
The president said he's prepared to go all out to get the best
replacement, an indication that
he's willing to pay a new coach
significantly
more
than
Gutekunst's annual salary of
slightly more than $100,000.
Interim men's athletic director
Dan Meinert said the process
that resulted in Gutekunst's resignation started a couple of
weeks ago when the coach asked
Hasselmo for a meeting to discuss the future of the football
program.
Hasselmo then directed
Meinert to evaluate Gutekunst's
performance, which us·u ally is
done after the season.

•'l• •X• •T.• •X• •T.• .:.

IMPROVE -·
YOUR
CASH STOCK

to beat UNI up there. We -have Jamie Jones.
Thorne is the league's top
got to prepare.
"Terry Allen has done a mar- passer, with a rating of 154. l.
velous job of rebuilding and He has connected on 63 percent
improving as the season goes of his pass attempts and has
on. They are deserving of any ·thrown 20 TDs, with only six
national recognition they've interceptions.
garnered."
Jones has 1,243 yards rushing
Eastern will look to counter and needs only 88 yards to pass
the purple Panther attack with up Poke Cobb's single season
the Gateway's top ranked rushing mark. Last week, Jones
came up with 261 all-purpose
offense.
The Panthers are averaging yards to break the single season
over 400 yards a game. They are all-purpose record of 1, 770
led by sophomore quarterback yards.
Jeff Thorne and senior tailback

w ·restling

I

ooFrom page 12A

at Waubonsee Community College.
"Look for him to come in and do something,"
McCausland said.
At the 158 weight class, seniors Mike Papes and
Mike Layne will battle for wrestling time,
McCausland stated.
Eastern starts its season on Saturday when it travels
to Missouri for the St. Louis Open. It will be an early
test for the Panthers, bringing in some of the top teams
in the nation. Oklahoma, Oklahoma State University,
Wisconsin, Nebraska, Missouri and Notre Dame are
only a few of the schools sending teams to the meet.

Don't Want It?

SELL IT!
Use The Daily Eastern
News
Classifieds

"Most of the top wrestlers in the nation will be
there," Serbick said.
·
McCausland said he hopes his team can gain some
valuable experience this weekend. ·
"We place several guys each year," McCausland
said. "Hopefully this year we will add several more
placers."
According to McCausland, the Panthers are anxious
to get the season started.
"I think we are tired of butting heads," McCausland
stated. "It becomes the same routine after a while. The
conditioning and attitude are at that pinnacle. I think
we are ready."

Mother's.

e

n.m.

12 a .. m.- 1 a.m.

10¢ Sliders

50¢ Brats

Call 581-2812
for more information

25 ¢ ·:

It's the 1 for $1 deal!

The Daily Eastern News
will run your
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COACH
Eoov·s
Panther Sport Shoppe
Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5
1414 SIXTH STREET IN OLDE TOWNE SQUARE
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF OLD MAIN
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SPORTING GOODS

25°/o ·
off

Volleyballs, Soccer Balls,
Basketballs, Footballs,
Gloves, Bats

PKO COLLEGE
HATS

25%

off

RUSSELL SWEATS STARTER PRO
ADULT & YOUTH
JACKETS

25%
RUSSELL PKO COTION
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SWEATS

NOW 20°/o OFF

(best little burger
you'll ever eat!)
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SAVE LONG' ::• 50¢ Longnecks 11

Custom
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Football
*From page 12A
"It can be a factor," Spoo said.
"We have to prepare and use
hand signals. I was talking to
Jesse Branch (head coach of
Southwest Missouri State) and
he said his fullback went the
wrong way six times last year.
One way to get the crowd out of
the game is to do well. It can be
a factor if you are not prepared
properly."
Spoo also said this is a big
game for his Panthers. "We can
end up as the worst team since
1977 or we can be the first team
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Large Thin Single Item
& Qt. of Coke

Founder's Day

For the Low Price of

$7 •95 plus tax
Unless Stated
Not valid with any other offer
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am
2 am on Weekends

345-3400

•

Expires 12/31/91

[VISA I

Late Nite Special
FREE Semi-Thick Crust on Orders Placed After 10 p.m.
(with regular cheese)

Thinner than Thick - Thicker than Thin
No, FAlJPAr.t.~.~~?P+~qt~ ~-· H9P.q .\Yit~ P~her Otf~rs.
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lajuwon still hospitalized
USTON (AP) - Hakeem Olajuwon of the
ton Rockets remained hospitalized Thursday
octors continued tests to determine what
him to have irregular heart palpitations.
28-year-old center drove himself to a hoslate Wednesday after feeling a rapid heart
Olajuwon later was transferred to Memorial
west Hospital for more extensive tests, his
·cian, Dr. David Rothschild, said.
ctors determined Olajuwon was-experienctrial fibrillation, but were unsure what caused
problem, general manager Steve Patterson
is condition is similar to the episode suffered
tly by President George Bush," Patterson
"At this time, he is showing no distress and
mage to his lungs or heart." Olajuwon sufa bout with phlebitis in July 1989 and feared
palpitations might be a related incident,
els coach Don Chaney said Thursday.

"I think because of the situation ... he felt that
there was a strange feeling in the chest area - the
heart beating rapidly - and he felt that he should
seek help from the doctor," Chaney said.
"It was a wise decision because his heart rate
was elevated and they're getting it under control
now," said Chaney, who visited Olajuwon for
about 20 minutes Thursday.
"I went over basically just to see how Hakeem
is doing. He's fine ... he's not in any kind of pain
at all. He's resting and feeling no pain," Chaney
said.
Patterson said initial tests showed there was no
connection with the previous . phlebitis attack, no
evidence of a pulmonary embolism and no problems evident on a lung scan.
The 7-foot Olajuwon missed Thursday's game
with the Minnesota Timberwolves and is expected
to miss the next two or three games, Patterson
said.

umphrey returns to Broncos
ENVER (AP) - Running
Bobby Humphrey returned
llie Denver Broncos on
rsday after a one-day
used absence, apparently
rmined to battle through
t has been a frustrating seafor him.
umphrey was absent from
nesday 's practice after
ing coach Dan Reeves he
considering quitting the
fter pondering his future, he
back 24 hours later, and he
cticed with the team
sday, although Reeves said
as likely that Humphrey
Id miss Sunday's game at
ttle.
Reeves
hinted
that
phrey would be a candidate
the two-player inactive list

for the game because he didn't
practice on offense on
Wednesday.
Although Reeves granted
Humphrey time to sort out his
problems, he said it was possible that the player could be
fined for his walkout.
"I talked with Bobby this
morning, and he feels like he's
got some things straight in his
mind and he wants to continue
and try to contribute to this football team," Reeves said.
Humphrey had no comment
on his brief sabbatical.
He
told
Reeves
on
Wednesday he had detected
some an~mosity from some of
his teammates after his return
from a 97-day holdout · last
month. He also told Reeves he
felt he wasn't contributing to the

team.
Since his return last month,
he has played in two of four
games, carrying six times for 15
yards.
Humphrey's inactivity is the
result of Pro Bowl-caliber play
on the part of Gaston Green and
solid backup support by rookie
Greg Lewis.
"Bobby felt like he was hurting the team," Reeves said,
"and that was the last thing he
wanted to do. He thinks we have
a good chemistry here - everybody's thinking playoffs - and
he wants to make sure he didn't
become a bad apple in a bunch
of good apples."
Reeves said he wasn't concerned about Humphrey being a
disruptive influence as long as
he continues to work hard.

Lost that healthy
Summer look?

~

We can help you get it back!
(20 min. sessions)

University Village

LARGE or Small,
Try Them ALL!
Jerry's Pizza & Pub
345-2844
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Small Single
Large Single :

1

Ingredient Pizza :
& Quart of Coke:
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Pizza 1
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I

.
I
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:
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:
1
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Greek Week Overall

KATIE FITZGERALD

Committee Co-Chairmans

Congratulations to the 1992

&
Overall - Mike Hampton
Kristy Koch

For Being Named Our

1992 DREAMGIRL!
CONGRAI LATIONS

Ellie Huber
Tony Meneses
Catie Ramke
Matt Johnson

Elections

David Wilk
Jennie Kominowski

Rules &
Games

Kurt Cameron
Meghan Neirynck

Greek Sin2

Public
Relations

Look Out Elizabeth, This is the BIG ONE

Chl s
1

0 COVER WEEKEND
$1 00 Longnecks
$2 50 Pitchers
$ 100 Giant Drafts
D.J. "OZZ" &.. Dancing

AITENTION:
Chi's is unbeaten in our dart tournament.
We would like to formally challenge
all other bar employees &.. players
to try and beat our champ Friday.

1st Prize $50
(MINIMUM 25 ENTRIES)

Sign-up ~ FREE FOOD 4-5
BRING YOUR SHOW!
)

!lni1I

Brian Riordan
Audrey McKenna
Laurie Vincent
Tim McGuire
Todd Ankenbrand
Scott Bryan
Maggie Sullivan
Jo Beth Ulz
Trever Brown
Catherine Lucas

Philanthr!:U!l'. StephanieTaylor
Bob Cohn

Melinda Pullen
Brian Van Vooren
Auditor
Chris Morici
Rose Riggio
s~~r~tarl'.
Meg Grimler
Spirit &
Mark Wood
Activities Michelle Pierce

Marnie Hamel
Gayle Szykowmy
Erin Sanders

3rd Place $ 10

d Place $20

)

Community Dana Wulff
Boyd Bradshaw
S~rvice

I

J

i

:

L----------~

_...,....~

would like to announce

:

CONGRATULATIONS!!

Panthers hope to end dome jinx at No. 4 U
By KEN RYAN
Associate sports editor

. One might think that this weekend's contest between the
4-6 Eastern football team and the Northern Iowa team,
which has already clinched the Gateway Conference title,
might not mean a whole lot, but you are sure to get an
argument out of both team's head coaches.
Eastern will be traveling to Cedar Falls, Iowa on
Saturday to take on the purple Panthers. in a 1:30 p.m. contest in the UNI-Dome.
Northern Iowa, ranked fourth in the NCAA I-AA, has
won seven straight games, since being upset by Southern
Illinois 21-20 in the third game of the year. The purple
' Panthers have already been guaranteed of at least.a tie in
the Gateway, thanks to their 24-17 come-from-behind victory last weekend over Western Illinois.
Northern Iowa head coach Terry Allen said that his team
will have no problem getting motivated to p!ay the
Panthers.
"I think the game is important for two reasons," Allen
said. "First, a victory would give us a great opportunity to
host a game (in the playoffs). We also want to win the title
outright."

Allen also said that although Eastern 's record is not all
that good, they are still capable of coming away with a victory over his Panthers.
"They are a damn good football"team," he said.
"Anytime you lose four games by one point and another
one by two, you have to be a good team. I have a lot of
respect for them. They have a potent offense and a sound
defense."
The purple Panthers have been effective in every aspect
of the game and that is why they have compiled a 9-1
record. Northern Iowa's defense is 'tops in the Gateway,
allowing only 239.3 yards per game, the offense, averaging
over 397 yards per game, is second in the league behind
Eastern and they also have a solid kicking team.
Quarterback Jay Johnson leads the offensive attack. He
is second in the conference behind Eastem's Jeff Thome,
in both passing efficiency and total offense. He has a passing rating of 151.4. He has completed -56 percent of his
passes for a total bf 1,865 yards and has thrown for 16
touchdowns.
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo said that Johnson is a talented player that will be hard to stop.
"Jay Johnson is a very, very fine quarterback," Spoo
said. "He doesn't make rp.istakes and he's very efficient.

He's only slightly behind Jeff (Thorne). He handles
team well and he throws the long ball well." ·
Northern Iowa also boasts the best placekicker in
nation. Senior Brian Mitchell averages 8.5 points
game. He has connected on all 40 of his point
attempts this year and has kicked 101 consecutive
which is I-AA record. For the year he has kicked 15
20 field goals, including a long of 57 yards, a career
school record.
"They probably have one Of the best field goal ki
in the country; they do it all," Spoo said. "They are a
powerful and·explosive football team."
Allen said that his purple Panthers are on a roll, but
still have to come up with a good performance to
Eastern.
"We've been playing very well in all areas that we
to," Allen said. "We've been playing good defen ·
great offensively and our special teams have been
the job. We have to protect the football and not
over."
The Panthers are looking for their first victory
Northern Iowa in seven trips to the UNI-Dome. Spoo
that playing in the dome can play a role in the game.
*Continued on page I OA

Cagers host Elmhurst in op.ener Eastern grappler
By DON O'BRIEN
Sports editor

After a pair of pre-season tuneups Eastern's men's basketball
team is ready to swing into regular
season action when it hosts
Elmhurst College Saturday at 7:30
p.m. in Lantz Gym.
The Panthers, who defeated
Marathon Oil 101-95 and lost to
the Lithuanian National Team 8571 in exhibition contests, follow
Saturday's opener with another
home contest Monday against
Indiana State University.
Elmhurst, a Division ill school,
opens its 1991-92 schedule Friday
ag'ainst Moody College before
coming to Eastern on Saturday
and Bluejay head coach Jim
Whitesell said his team is anxious
to get a shot at the Divis~on I
Panthers.
"Anytime we play a Division I
team we are going to have to .play
an extremely good team and hope
that- they have an off-night,"
Whitesell said. "We will have to
calm down, play well and get a little lucky if we are to beat them."
The Bluejays, who finished
with a 12-14 overall record and a
6-10 mark in the College
Conference of Illinois and
Wisconsin, are ready to get into
action.
"We are pretty excited to get the
season started," said Whitesell, a .
graduate of Luther College, who
SHANNON THOMAS/Staff photographer
carries a record of 45-59 into his Junior swingman Eric West looks to get a shot off in an exhibition
fifth season as Elmhurst coach. . game last week. The Panthers host Elmhurst in their home opener at .
"We have a good group of seniors 7:30 p.m. Saturday at Lantz.
and the preseason has gone pretty
well."
was a first-team All Mid- there are bound to be differences
One of the Bluejays key players Continent selection last year as a in player size and matchups,
is 6-foot-4 senior forward Charles senior and helped lead the Huskies something
that
concerns
Woods. Woods, a two-time all to an at-large berth in the NCAA Whitesell, whose team is the
CCIW selection who averaged Tournament, while the two played smaller of the two.
13.9 points and 9.8 rebounds per at Chicago Robeson High School.
"There ·are some matchup probgame as a junior, leads a squad Whitesell said that Woods' play is lems for us," he said. "We aren't
that had no seniors on it a year ago very similar to that of Thomas', sure how we will matchup with
and finds everyone returning this something that the Panthers their guards (Steve Rowe and
season.
should be familiar with.
Kavien Martin), but we aren't
"He has probably been our best
"His style is like that of totally overmatched in the posts.
player over the past two years," Thomas," he said. "He is a real The guard matchups are what conWhitesell said. "He has been real • tough and physical player. He is cerns .us a great deal."
steady, but his forte is rebounding. definitely our leader and we are
Slated to start for the Panthers
He is capable of playing with going to need a monster game out are Rowe and Martin at guards,
Division I opponents."
of him Saturday if we hope to Curtis Leib at center and Barry
Woods was a high school team- win."
Johnson and Rod McKinnis at the
mate of former Northern Illinois
With Elmhurst and the Panthers forward positions.
post player Donnell Thomas, who coming from different divisions,

open at St. Louis
By RYAN GIUSTI
Staff writer

The Eastern wrestling team is
set to begin another season and
with help from its two returning
national finalists, the Panthers are
hoping for a strong showing.
This year's squad will be led
by senior co-captains Ray Serbick
at 134 pounds and Dave Marlow
at 142. Last season both wrestlers
qu'alified for the NCAA National
Championships but failed to
place.
"The team looks pretty good,"
Serbick said. "Hopefully we will
do ,better than last year."
The Panthers posted a 3-10
dual meet record last season
wfiich was the worst record
Eastern has had under ninth-year
head coach Ralph McCausland.

The Panthers salvaged the
by finishing fourth in the
West Regional.
''I'm pretty opt1m
McCausland said. "We hav
guys that have some ex
and will show stronger I
ship."
Some of the returning
that should make an imp
season are sophomore
Wentz (118), junior John
(126), and seniors Gino F
(142), Bob Johnson (16
John Hilkey (Hwt.).
The Panthers will als
boost from senior Stan
(190), who was red-shi
year because of injuries
junior status. Gress was
time junior college All-

ooContinued on page 1

Swim teams prepa
for weekend meet
By KEITH FARROLL
Staff writer

The men's and women's
swim teams head to the
University of Missouri at Rolla
Friday before coming back to
Eastern to host St. Louis
University Saturday.
As far as the men's team is
concerned, it is looking to have
a competitive meet.
"(Rolla) is pretty strong. We
are going to have a hard time,"
said Eastern swim coach Ray
Padovan.
The women's team also travels to Rolla, but they are planning to match up against
William Wood College since
Rolla does not have a women's
team.
"(William Wood) has some
good people, but we shouldn't
have too much trouble with
them," Padovan said.
The Panthers are scheduled to
host the Billikens from St. Louis
University on Saturday.
Padovan said the men's team
may have some trouble with the

Billikens, but the women'
is expected to be a dogfig
These meets are the
last of 1991. Padovan s
would like to have at le
one weekend meet, but
way the late Thanksgiv·
exams lie on the calendar.
was no way to schedule
meet until the new year.
"I would like to have
week, but I have to bre
competition," he said.
important weekend. It
the first half of the year.
"The kids will still w
and train. Then we travel
Lauderdale for 10 days.
train and still compete
there."
Padovan said both t
results may depend on
or not the freshmen
around and if the older
mers keep progressing.
Padovan said, "The m
made great strides sin
year and the women a
balanced and are propo
a little stronger."

